Dear Families:

Welcome to Reach Out Now, a program developed by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s Center for Substance Abuse Prevention and Scholastic Inc. for teachers and families, to help prevent underage alcohol use. This Family Resource Guide is one part of the program designed to give youth the facts about alcohol so they can make smart and healthy choices in the future.

You may think it is too early to talk with your 10- or 11-year-old about alcohol use. Most fifth and sixth graders don’t drink alcohol. But they may already have access to alcohol and may already be facing situations in which they need to make decisions about alcohol. The good news is that you have more influence on your child’s decision to drink before he or she uses alcohol.¹

It may not be easy to start a conversation with your child about alcohol use. But the following pages will give you tips and help guide you through starting a discussion about this sensitive topic. We hope that you will share the activities inside with your child. The benefits of communicating about the risks of alcohol can last a lifetime.


SIX KEY ACTIONS Parents and Caregivers Can Take To Prevent Childhood Alcohol Abuse²

- Establish and maintain good communication with your child.
- Get involved, and stay involved, in your child’s life.
- Make clear rules and enforce them with consistency and appropriate consequences.
- Be positive role models.
- Teach your child to choose friends wisely.
- Monitor your child’s activities.

This page provides tips and resources to help you talk with your child about underage drinking. After reading the material below, use the activities on the next two pages to start a discussion with your child about alcohol.

Provide a Clear Message About Alcohol:
Children are less likely to drink and have fewer alcohol-related problems when their parents set clear expectations about alcohol use.3 Below are some tips on how to provide a clear and consistent message about alcohol in the home.

- **Discuss family rules about alcohol.** Make it clear that it is your expectation that your children will not use alcohol if they are underage. Enforce the rules that you set.
- **Discuss the laws about underage drinking.** Make it clear that drinking under the age of 21 is against the law.
- **Teach your children about the dangers of underage drinking.**

- **Monitor alcohol in your home.** Make sure that alcohol is not available at parties given by your children in your home.
- **Think carefully about what to tell children** about your own experiences, if any, in using alcohol as a teen. If you were an underage drinker, share lessons that you learned from that experience. Be sure to explain that the decision to take part in underage drinking was not a good idea then, and it is not a good idea now.
- **If you drink yourself, be sure to drink responsibly around your children.** Don’t drink and drive. Consider not serving alcohol at parties that include your children.
- **Help your children find ways to have fun** with their friends that don’t involve alcohol.
- **Help your children get professional help** if you think they may be abusing alcohol.

**Activity Directions:**

**Activity 1: Get the Facts About Alcohol (page 3)**
Have your child take the quiz and read through the answers. Sit down with your child to go over the questions and answers. Discuss: Were any of the answers surprising? Why is it helpful to know the facts about the effects of alcohol?

**Activity 2: Making Smart Choices (page 4)**
This activity provides two scenarios that your child might face in which he or she needs to make a decision about alcohol. Sit down with your child and discuss how you might react if you were in that situation. What facts about the effects of alcohol would support your decision? It’s important to acknowledge that it is not always easy to say “No” to your friends. Brainstorm different techniques that your child might use to get out of a risky situation.

For more information, check out these resources:

- Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA): http://www.underagedrinking.samhsa.gov
- Too Smart To Start: http://www.toosmarttostart.samhsa.gov
- National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism: http://www.niaaa.nih.gov
- The Cool Spot: http://www.thecoolspot.gov

---

Activity 1

Get the Facts About Alcohol

How much do you really know about how alcohol can affect your brain and your body? Take this true or false quiz to find out. The answers may surprise you!

1. When a person drinks alcohol, it travels through nearly every organ system in his or her body.  
   - True False

2. Drinking alcohol can affect the way your brain works.  
   - True False

3. Alcohol affects every person in the same way.  
   - True False

4. Beer is less harmful to the body than other types of alcohol.  
   - True False

5. Heavy alcohol use over a long period of time may increase a person’s risk for getting some types of cancer.  
   - True False

5 correct Congratulations!  
You are a champion of mastering the facts.

3 – 4 correct On your way to mastering the facts!  
You have a good grasp of the facts.

0 – 2 correct We know you are “too smart to start.”  
Continue to learn the facts.
The pressure to fit in with your peers can sometimes cause you to make decisions you later regret. Thinking about how you will react before a situation occurs may help you make smarter decisions when it does happen. Consider the following scenarios. What would you say if you were the characters in the stories? What would you do to remove yourself from a potentially harmful situation?

1. Susan and José are at a party with older teens. Some of the people at the party are drinking.

   **I didn’t know there would be so many older kids here. Lots of kids are drinking alcohol.**
   **They look like they’re having fun. I don’t want to be left out. Maybe we should try a beer. One drink isn’t going to hurt us.**
   **Do you guys want a beer?**
   **I’ll have one.**
   **What would you do if you were Susan? How would you explain your decision to José?**

   **On a separate sheet of paper, explain: What would you do if you were Susan? How would you explain your decision to José?**

2. Mark and Sally are waiting for Sally’s older brother to pick them up.

   **Are we going straight home?**
   **State Theater**
   **No, I thought you guys might want to head to a little beer party.**
   **That sounds fun. Are you coming, Mark?**
   **I don’t know...**
   **What would you do if you were Mark?**

   **On a separate sheet of paper, explain: What would you do if you were Mark?**

---

**Take It Further!**

What are some other scenarios that you might encounter that involve alcohol? Brainstorm ways in which you might respond in each of those cases.